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Abstract
Millimiter-wave (mmWave) communication is a potential solution to tackle the increasing demand for higher data speeds,
becoming fundamental, particularly with the transition from 5G to 6G. Despite the wide available bandwidth, the propagation
in these bands differs substantially from those at lower frequencies. Consequently, an in-depth understanding of the
transmission channel using a channel sounder is crucial to deploy novel high-performance wireless systems. Utilizing
relatively cheap wireless components (i.e., USRPs) for purposes such as channel sounding has sparked considerable interest.
However, these systems support limited bandwidth, making them unsuitable for scanning the wide channel at mmWave.

To overcome this issue, a recent technique is developed called multiband sensing, or spectrum splicing. Spectrum splicing
merges the extracted channel state information over multiple tens of megahertz wide bands and estimates high-resolution
Channel Impulse Response (CIR) by applying compressed sensing methods.

Content
Several spectrum splicing algorithms are developed, to estimate the multipath components with high accuracy in terms of
the time delay and amplitude. In this thesis, the first step is to mathematically validate the delay estimation obtained by the
model presented in [1] by deriving the Cramér-Rao bound. Secondly, the impact of various wireless parameters such as the
bandwidth, the number of channel state information measurements, and the frequency aperture needs to be analyzed on the
CRB. Finally, a possible algorithm optimization or an optimal system configuration is required to be formulated.

Requirements
It would be helpful to have a basic understanding of the Estimation Theory, Wireless Communication Networks, and Matlab
skills. In case you are not familiar with these requirements, you will need to familiarize yourself during the thesis.

[1]: M. B. Khalilsarai, B. Gross, S. Stefanatos, G. Wunder, and G. Caire,“WiFi-Based Channel Impulse Response Estimation
and Localization via Multi-Band Splicing,” arXiv, cs.IT 2011.10402, Nov. 2020.
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